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a selection of new and upcoming releases

Fiction:
Search by Michelle Huneven (4/26)
A food writer serves on her congregation’s search committee in this humorous book

Elektra by Jennifer Saint (5/3)
Lyrical retelling of the mythical Greek figure Elektra and the curse that plagues her family

Remarkably Bright Creatures by Shelby Van Pelt (5/3)
A Pacific octopus befriends a widowed aquarium worker in this charming story—for fans
of A Man Called Ove

The Lioness by Chris Bohjalian (5/10)
This historical thriller finds a honeymooning Hollywood couple in the center of a kidnapping gone wrong

Forbidden City by Vanessa Hua (5/10)
This provocative novel tells the story of Chairman Mao’s teenage protégé and lover during China’s Cultural
Revolution

Two Nights in Lisbon by Chris Pavone (5/24)
In this tense international thriller, a woman wakes up alone in a Lisbon hotel…without her husband and with
questions

Nonfiction:
Essential Labor: Mothering as Social Change by Angela Garbes (5/10)
A searing reflection on the state of motherhood in the US and what it could be

The Mind and the Moon by Daniel Bergner (5/17)
Bergner explores the brain-mind divide, exploring the pharmacological and the personal

Alabama Vs. King by Dan Abrams and Fred D. Gray (5/24)
MLK Jr.’s lawyer, Grey, recounts King’s trial in Alabama and how it influenced the ensuing
Civil Rights Movement

The Nutmeg Trail by Eleanor Ford (5/24)
Part cookbook, part travel guide Ford explores Asian spice routes and how spices
changed our cuisine

How to Grow: Nurture Your Garden, Nurture Yourself by Marcus Bridgewater (5/24)
TikTok star Gardener Marcus’s book is about healing yourself using the principles of gardening

Swing and a Hit by Jack Curry and Paul O’Neill (5/24)
Former MLB player recounts his life in professional baseball, including his plays and the people he worked with

